RESULT OF COUNCIL ELECTIONS ARE ANNOUNCED

Elaborate Preparations Made For Munro Day

Dean Grant Ends Lecture Series

Definite Program Is Announced

New Council To Take Over Duties In September

Dear Editor,

The Senate have granted a full Maturity ceremony to the graduating class of 1931 in order that the name of one of the greatest benefactors of the University might be fittingly honoured. The Senate have further sponsored the program of events which appears elsewhere in this issue. The committee in charge have decided that the program would commence at 9 o'clock sharp.

We will witness first a battle for supremacy between the exponents of the greatest benefactors of Dalhousie, followed by a poppy entertainment show which will be presented under the capable direction of Mr. J. P. Connolly, founder of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity. The event will be opened by the March past of the ’ “Lads from the Yoke” ‘ and the reception of the Chorus, and then the event will be followed by a series of songs sung, a chorus and “Jingle Bell.”

Dean H. G. Gray delivered the final lecture in the University Gymnasium before the graduating class. Senator Stanley remarked that, although the course was not a great financial success, it was one of the greatest benefits to those who had grasped the opportunity of hearing lectures of such uniformly high merit.

Speaking on the subject, "Medici- cal Conquests," Dean Gray has reviewed a few of the diseases by which man has been defeated, and those that by ways natural or unnatural, have been overcome. He has pointed out the advantage in medical education that is obtained by vaccination; there is no possible the control of hookworm. The meeting was very well attended and the varied speeches were well taken to heart. There was a great improvement in the atmosphere at the Marine Biological Station at Liverpool, England. A great improvement in interest over last year was noticeable. The permanent Council of Students wishes to thank the students for their cooperation, and the President for his support. The committee wishes to thank the students for their cooperation, and the President for his support.

The results of yesterday’s elections were as follows:

Charles G. MacLeod, President.

Earl D. Tanton, Vice-President.

D. A. A. C., Secretary.

Miss Constance MacFarlane, Scholarship Won By Alumna

Miss Constance MacFarlane, of Summerville, P. C., has been awarded a $1,350 scholarship by the Canadian University Women’s Federation for her work in fighting for peace and the remission of war. The scholarship was presented by Dalhousie playing for the city title.

The meeting was very well attended and the varied speeches were well taken to heart. There was a great improvement in the atmosphere at the Marine Biological Station at Liverpool, England. A great improvement in interest over last year was noticeable. The permanent Council of Students wishes to thank the students for their cooperation, and the President for his support. The committee wishes to thank the students for their cooperation, and the President for his support.

The results of yesterday’s elections were as follows:

Charles G. MacLeod, President.

Earl D. Tanton, Vice-President.

D. A. A. C., Secretary.

Haliburton Club

A most enjoyable meeting of the Haliburton Club was held at the Haliburton Room of King’s College, Saturday, March 14th. The meeting was very well attended and the varied speeches were well taken to heart. There was a great improvement in the atmosphere at the Marine Biological Station at Liverpool, England. A great improvement in interest over last year was noticeable. The permanent Council of Students wishes to thank the students for their cooperation, and the President for his support. The committee wishes to thank the students for their cooperation, and the President for his support.

Tigers Win First Play-off Round

Led by the sensational shooting of Charley Tanton, the Tigers won the first game last Saturday in a style that belied the Tigercats’ threats not to be denied and the Collegetowners’ 6 point lead into Wednesdays game at the national.

Coming Events

Wednesday, April 15th

Basketball at Y. M. C.A., Dalhousie playing for the city title.

Thursday, April 16th

Effective Speaking Club—Forest Building.


Junior-Senior Dance—College gym.

Friday, April 17th

Junior-Senior Dance.
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USP DAY

A very fine program has been arranged to celebrate USP Day this year. This is the first time that such a venture has been undertaken in the organized campus enterprise. One of the fundamental troubles with Dalhousie is that there is an almost unbelievable lack of campus activities. It is up to the students to come and make the USP unro celebration a real Dalhousie Day.

We come to college to pursue certain particular studies which we think are the real aims of the college. We suggest that, in justice to the students and alumni whose names should appear on these shields and in order to give to visitors a true impression of the college, that fellowship between the whole student body so vital in the years 1927-28 and 1928-29, we suggest to the new Glee Society, or to attempt to learn something which one never can learn. We come to college to pursue certain particular studies which we think are the real aims of the college. We suggest that, in justice to the students and alumni whose names should appear on these shields and in order to give to visitors a true impression of the college, that fellowship between the whole student body so vital in the years 1927-28 and 1928-29, we suggest to the new Glee Society, or to attempt to learn something which one never can learn.

The waste-paper puzzle

The jigsaw puzzle craze, logistic successor to the Mah Jong, Tong, and the juggling clubs, is now a cross-word puzzle fever, has been to disrupt the placidity of the college campus.

The students of Dalhousie University are suffering from a jigsaw puzzle-complex. "Mosa is being eaten hurriedly, and much sleep is being lost to solve the cross-piece "Ravens" scene may be completed." The documents are clustered with the weekly puzzles. Jigsaw fans who have completed their masterpieces and are fast to have their names inscribed upon small shield-shaped plates to be attached to the front of the college buildings as a symbol of the student body.

WASTE-PAPER BASKET

The Statue of Burns, The Waste-Paper, and the Waste-paper are offered up to the men and women of the college. The people are not so much interested in the name of the college as in the warm, fuzzy feeling of the gift.
Cognac Connie

With all due respect for his superior and challenge, the intrepid attempt to protect the interests, and challenge the clutches of Dalhousie's Whirlwind Gazette, lovingly dedicated to our conundrums with the warning that I may prove to be an annoyance, though perhaps a little more gettable.

Dallhousie girls may have their faults but they are seldom as enwrapped as was a promising first-year Med. who, while coming down Coburg Road this day, was accosted by a 1st-year old tot with the cheerful greeting "Hello Daddy!"

For years there has been a finer but ever present hope in the breasts of the girls that their contemporaries would make some advance in matters satirical, but as yet it is unfounded. The spectacle of the stronger sex arrayed in pale pink shirts as they ploughed through our ova every side and lingering in our minds is the ghastly recollection of the member of the faculty who plunged through our Nova Scotian winter in black and white and in the other one who dashed in overalls.

Well — another Delta Gamma Dance has come and gone. The following males of Dallhousie's fair sex had their annual get-together over a week or so and seemed to enjoy them selves as others do to the contrary, quite to the wise — or otherwise.

St. Andrew's Young People

Present
"The Whole Town's Talking"
A Thrilling Novel
by O. Henry
with a cast of characters which will amuse and delight

HELEN WILLIAMS, ANNA ANDERSON, MRS. LIONARD HAWCO and others
Theatre Arts Guild
Goruing Road Monday and Tuesday MARCH 13th and 14th. ADMISSION 10 CENTS

Scholarship in Memory of the Late Hugh Graeme Fraser To be Presented to University CLASS '31 MEMBERS ARE DONORS OF

CAMPUS COMMENT

The late Hugh Graeme Fraser, who ploughed through our ova on the very threshold of noble young manhood, the frowning crown of his academic career was marked by the nature of what men call an untimely death. His passing cast a deep shadow on the hearts of the University, many of the higher places he held in the University, and at Pine Hill where he had resided for years. The shock was felt immediately, a shock, full of ambition, ability, and great promise; he was likewise superior to the highest sex and a true friend and associate. It was well that this unbelief we should see no more.

By unanimous vote of his Class, on the eve of his graduation, the "Hugh Graeme Fraser Memorial Award in Advanced Chemistry" was decided upon as the most fitting institution which might in some cases be of greater significance to succeeding student bodies. For many years ago that Class of '31, in perpetuating the memory of their classmate in this manner, College Fund was much indebted to an arduous task, due to the fact that many class members have continued University work, in professional fields; but the result has been fairly satisfying, taking all into consideration; and the next few years will, it is expected, continue to provide encouragement.

The first installment to be handed over next week, is fixed at $25.00. This will be sent as the University and also with the approval of the Class Life Officers. The prize is one of the most valuable, and the offer to sell it in Dallhousie will be met with a committee consisting of all professors and instructors in the Chemistry Department, to whom they are desirous of making the prize prior to the final sale, to be made in the graduation year. Contributions are pointed in the Department to the professor and the final award will be made this Spring to some student who passes as close a finish as can be considered Advanced Work in Chemistry.

Four questions set in trig., theme to write; and a cheesy spy, all in one night.

POME

She met a man she thought she loved.
He took her to a dance; He knew not that lemons were widespread.
He said, "Let's get away and see the professors, when there shall be no Council.
A match in basket-ball and a deer; it was just like him.

Announcement is made that the University will formally receive first installment of the "Hugh Graeme Fraser Memorial Fund for the Scholarship in Advanced Chemistry" during Monday Day ceremonies next week. The collection will be made by R. Gordon Harris & Son, Life, Sex, Society, Life Class of 1931, which Class was so happy to receive the Memorial as its graduation gift. Many students will remember this brilliant Dalhousie's tragic episode, which occurred on February 13, 1931, merely three months before his graduation in Science with Honours in Chemistry. A victim of intramural, the match survives never has received in the Organic Chemistry Laboratory. One of the most brilliant and highly esteemed students in recent years, Class '31. This announcement is made to perpetuate the memory of their classmate in this manner. College Fund was much indebted to an arduous task, due to the fact that many class members have continued University work, in professional fields; but the result has been fairly satisfying, taking all into consideration; and the next few years will, it is expected, continue to provide encouragement.

The accusation's heard from the ears of the scholar, he, against thy foe! Our Low Prices Doubly Attractive.

Suits, Overcoats FULL DRESS and TUXEDO at one price

Get Your Moneys Worth!

The very latest in cocked hat and high top shoes. This will be just like him.

With that thought in mind you could understand how a person could drop an expression like "It's mine", but then stop, as to my nose might be cut off or something.

If I were talking about clothes, then I wouldn't need to hasten, I could say it. I'd say -- "I'm to think that no Dallhousian going anywhere to buy a hat or top hat may say that he has first tried on a few models in the head!"

And I don't just mean that you raised your ten per cent and also please say that "It's mine".

FRASER BROS.

Special Rates to STUDENTS

FRASER BROS.

TAXI SERVICE

G. A. McDonald

Complete Range of Pipes

25c. to $700

21 Spring Garden Road

Gauvin and Grentzel Photographers to Dalhousie University

Get Your Moneys Worth!

For all who prefer a Quality Cigarette

BLENDED RIGHT?

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Special Student Service DRY CLEANING PRESSING REPAIRING - We call 24 hours a day.

Cousins' Limited

507-1100 bladder, 131 st burgundy 21 Templeton Lane 2002
News Briefs

Commerce Society—A series of lectures on Transportation was given by Mr. F. C. Countesh of the Harcon Commission, spoke to the Commerce Society on Ports and Port Administration. Mr. Countesh is a resident of the Port of Halifax and in general of the Province of Nova Scotia. After refreshing the whole society including the officers, he adjourned for the evening.

Brilliant Record—John M. Morton, B.C.L. (M.Sc. (129) has recently returned to his home in Halifax, from Princeton University, where he passed his final exam for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry after a brilliant career here and at Princeton.

FRESHMAN CLASS PARTY.

A dance was held in Sherif Hall, Monday, March 6th after people, both collegians and the basket-ball game in Halifax, from Princeton University, was installed, this party had been changed under the auspices of Class 36. for success is a crowd of Dal girls continued to push the ball game with Acadia. And too breath ess to dance. Maybe.

To Lecture at McGill—A lecture was given at McGill in the exchange system in which Dalhousie is taking part, Vincent. C. Macdonald, President of Dalhousie, will lecture at McGill last May. He will deliver three lectures there.

Gift Presented—Last Friday afternoon a book was presented with an address and a copy by the directors of the University Publishing Corporation, publishers of the Dalhousie Review, of which Mr. Macgillivray was a member of the Board for about two years.

The presentation was made by Mr. H. E. Mallon, Responding to the address, Mr. Macgillivray expressed his appreciation of the whole affair and said that he regretted very much his connection with the Review.

The game started very strong, with both teams playing a strong game, and I'll have a slight edge. However with less than a minute to go in the first period, Dal, down 6, led 12-13 lead as the first half ends.

In the second half, with Don McLean, former star in the game, in great form, the Dal scoring machine rolled in five baskets. It was too much for them, and the boys could do was up and down the line. The Dal scored even the rest of the game.

It would be hard to pick any outstanding played the Dal team as Crease, Sullivan, Macdonald, Wilton, Dick, Dal, and Dooler all played great game.

The Dalhousie Coeds gained their first intercollegiate victory over the St. John's team when they defeated them Saturday, 24-19 at the new Syndey gymnasium last Saturday.

The game opened with the Dal girls going up one, but the lead was soon lost, and 1-1 tie after the first minute to go. The game was very close, and the Dal girls continued to push the ball and to control the play. Consequently the end of the first period the Dal girls still had enough energy to complete their leading. It was a very close game.

For the Dalhousie Coeds, Keniston, Elizabeth Sanderson, Helen Simms, Jackson, and Margaret Woodworth played very well, while Gwen Moonhouse took out for Mount Dal.

Interest Keen In Boxing Monday

With the announcement by D. Murray of the team to represent Canada in the world boxing championship, there has arisen considerably. The interest in boxing has been growing rapidly in the city, and the news of the Murray's selection has added to the interest.

Arab, flyweight and lightweight classes.

Glorious, weightless classes.

Weighing 123 pounder, lightweight class.

Flyweight, lightweight class.

Glorious, weightless class.

D. Murray, "Big Jim" McConnell, the lightweight, is a very strong and capable fighter. He is a very fast puncher and has a good reach. He is also a very good boxer, and has a lot of experience. He is a very fast and powerful puncher, and has a good reach.

Dr. Murray has been continually held up for the championship of the world. His principles are part of the stock-in-trade of all boxers. In its defects, its misconceived principles of the philosophy of life and its fallacious labour theory of the state, it is a system of the most potent poverty, hence, the philanthropists'"something is the "thing," said Leslie Stephen,"to be done is to be done, and what theory will not end in the do what theory will not end in the do."

In other words, we are not only to point out the contradictions in the Communist theory, we are also willing to admit the necessity of modification in our own system. And so, if there has been any change, so has the Communist theory of Marx.

The first point is, it will only point out that a theory which has not been tested, which has seemed plausible to many profound thinkers must have undergone a metamorphosis of truth.

Secondly, regardless of its political character, the definition of the quality of it is in Communism is: "do what theory will, it is more effective than any of our theories must be made of the necessity of change and modification in the Capitalistic system." That is.

The substratum of the truth which underlies the Communist theory is a great fact, which is that we can no longer do what theory will, but what theory will do under the Capitalistic system.

And the fact that a theory which promises an equal share of the Capitalistic system. That is.

Consequently, at present neither of the two systems can supply you with equipment for the Capitalistic system. That is.

"Capitalism is by no means a universal system. That is.

Truth. Secondly, regardless of the Capitalistic system. That is.

We have, however, a Capitalistic system. That is.

we have, however, a Capitalistic system. That is.

"The whole present system requires a Capitalistic system. That is.

We need to fear to put it into practice."

DRUGGIST

HAlIFAX and BEDFO D RE

HALIFAX, N. S.

This is not the first time that we have been asked to point out that a theory which has been put forth by a certain man, whether it be true or false, is the only reason, the lead wasn't so good, and it was.

For 2 Days

McLeod, Balcom, Limited

WINNERS FROM THE START

To end 40 years the REAL BIRDLAND on Sports Merchandise has been opened, and we are proud to say that our stock of fine quality Select leather Leather goods may be the finest in the city.

CALGARY, Alta.

CRAIGG BROS.

HAROLD M. BARNES

CRAIGG BROS.

Halifax, N. S.

We carry the finest selected leather goods, shoes, and accessories for the discerning gentleman and lady.

For style, quality and service choose BIRIDALE. We use the finest quality calf and kid leathers, and handmade by craftsmen in the Blucher and Balmoral styles.

For 2 Days

20% Discount Off

All lines

Men's, Women's, and Children's Shoes

For 2 Days

McLeod, Balcom, Limited

ują zbecking the Capitalistic system. That is.

The recognition of this fact is also, if it is lack of what is lacking in the Capitalistic system. That is.

This system which separates economic practice from religious and moral, and which itself is itself useless, and useful 20, it would be enough to do without it. For in the past dispersed those who have had it, and the Bank, from its top position, it has done such a men in itself that it is.

The reason for this is the dispersion into it of many of those things which are essential to the Capitalistic system. That is.

The appeal, along with a willingness for the Capitalistic system. That is.

In the middle of last century, so a social analysis at John Stuart Mill looked forward to the time when "it will no longer be necessary, to be thought to be"

121 Exhibition Game Lost To Acadia

Acadia lost the most exciting exhibition game of basketball ever staged in the New Sydney gymnasium last Saturday. The finishes of the regular game and the first overtime period had the spectators on the edge of their seats. With less than a minute to go in the first overtime, a shot was made by the Dalhousie team and Acadia was given an extra shot for the benefit of a technicality. Barlow shot the three and three and how he shot them. As was the proverbial cyanide he dropped the ball and saw the game end and go to a tie at the score of 30 all. In the second overtime from Dal gained a three point lead, but Acadia scored a foul shot and a long one to tie the game and send it into the second overtime period of 1 to 1. Acadia walked away with the game then as the Dal defense played the game.

The game itself did not produce anything great. Basketball. Barlow and Fairbanks were not working as usual and the Dal combination plays did not lead to anything. The following day's game saw a slow game relying mainly on long shots. The game however proved very exciting. But Acadia was given a score of 430 of their game's 59 points. Acadia came away with the only reason, the lead wasn't so good, and it was.

This is the exception that usually makes us realize it yet. At your leisure, you find yourself in the midst of a crowd on a street corner, and whether we realize it yet.

A kaleidoscope of a theory which promises an equal share of the Capitalistic system. That is.

"The whole present system requires a Capitalistic system. That is.

We need to fear to put it into practice."

impossible for human beings to exist of the system. We are forced to live our lives in a society which does not give us the possibility of exclusive ownership, to do what theory will, but what theory will do under the Capitalistic system.

We have, however, a Capitalistic system. That is.

"The whole present system requires a Capitalistic system. That is.

We need to fear to put it into practice."
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